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dell's game, they must go back. "The glare won't be so
bad now," he said, as they passed through the beflagged
entrance, and on the steps leading down to the courts he
added: "I like it, brickdust and scarlet benches and all,
at this time of day. Just when the light's changing but
hasn't begun to fail. Particularly looking west. Our lawn
in Wiltshire looks west over the valley on to the opposite
range. There's a white patch in one of the hills, a great
gash of chalk, and when you're having a latish tea the glare
goes out of the white; it seems grey for a bit; and then
gradually it comes up again as if there were a light inside
it. That's why painting in England—Alison, what's that—-
news?"
He pointed to a little knot of people ahead of them,
gathered behind one of the painted seats. In the centre
of the group van Arkel held a paper in his hand, but soon
he was hidden by newcomers. The players on the nearest
court had broken off their game; the umpire had turned
in his high seat.
"It can't be news," Ballater said. "It wasn't a newspaper
he had."
"A separate bulletin," Lewis answered. "It's news all
right." And Ballater, gripping him suddenly by the arm,
cried: "My God, if it's peace we might be home in three
days. Odd that we should have been thinking of it." He
was about to run forward when Lewis checked him. Some
intuition, some shock of foreboding communicated to
him by the swirl of that little crowd, made Lewis say: "I
don't think it's peace."
Ballater looked into his face. "If it's bad we'd better go
slow—or let the Dutch bring it to us." Then, his eyes
lightening again: "But why should it be bad? How do you
know?"
He went forward and Lewis with him. Van Arkel's
reading was done. The crowd was breaking up. Whoever
turned and saw the Englishmen, twisted suddenly, looked
away, pretended not to have seen, Lewis reading their
laces—a sneer in some, a wondering compassion in others,
in all the embarrassment of unspeakable disaster—drew

